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WANGLE COMMENCES RE-LAUNCH OF
FAMILY CYBER SAFETY SOFTWARE
Wangle Technologies Limited (Wangle or the Company) (ASX:WGL) is pleased to
announce the commencement of the re-launch and renaming of its family cyber safety
software suite, Family Insights.

Release Highlights
-

-

The re-launch of Family Insights has commenced with a successful launch to the
Apple App Store (iOS)
Family Insights (Android version) to fast-follow launch within the week.
The platform has been re-branded “Family Insights” following feedback from
customers.
A major user experience review and redesign has reduced the user setup process
by over 85%.
Additional features in the re-branded Family Insights include more relevant
dashboard statistics, access for children to their own usage statistics, optional
parent tracking for children and the inclusion of merchandising space in the
mobile App for news, updates, In-App messages and commercial opportunities.
Marketing activity to recommence following the successful re-launch of the Apple
and Android versions of Family Insights.

Family Insights re-launch commences with successful launch to the Apple App Store
The Company is pleased to announce it has successfully launched a major update to its
Family Insights cyber safety platform on the Apple App Store, following a major usability
review and redesign project. The Company has also re-launched its online parent portal
after a scheduled system upgrade completed in the past few days, and plans to release
the Android version of the App in the week following, completing the platform re-launch.
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Family Insights Re-Branding
As previously announced, the family cyber security platform has removed the ‘Wangle’
prefix and changed the “insites” spelling, with a logo refresh, designed to reflect the
changes whilst minimising loss of brand recognition or awareness.

The new name, logo and associated marketing collateral and educational assets have
been incorporated into the current release of Family Insights with the re-brand activity
expected to be completed in line with the final Android re-launch next week.
Summary of User Experience Improvements and Additional Features
To improve the uptake and usefulness of the Family
Insights App, the Company has completed the
following improvements and new features for the
release:
1. Configuration Review & UX Improvements: The
length and complexity of app configuration, as
identified by customers and app analytics as
the major usability issue, was the key focus for
the upcoming release. With 85% of the
configuration process now removed and the
remainder streamlined, the ability for parents to
easily setup Family Insights has been
substantially improved.
2. Refreshed Dashboard Information: The new
dashboard reflects Household usage statistics
within key areas important to parents:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Peak Usage Times;
Total Online Hours per week;
Most Used App;
Hours Spent on Social Media;
Hours Spent on Messaging Services; and
Hours Spent on Gaming.
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3. New Merchandising & In-App Message Feature:
In addition to the family usage stats and the
map feature of the dashboard, a new
merchandising zone has been added which
can be used for In-App messaging, important
news or updates, feature stories, crossmarketing and commercial placements.
4. New Child-state Dashboard: In order to engage
children and enhance their acceptance of
Family Insites, a restricted version of the
dashboard will be made available to children,
so they can view their own usage statistics and
behaviours. Whilst alerts and the settings areas
will be locked and accessible only to parents,
all statistics and mapping functionality will be
available.
5. Optional Parent Tracking for Children: Parents
may now choose to ‘opt-in’ to allow their own
GPS location to be made viewable to children
from within the Child-State dashboard. Children
will be able to see how far parents are from
picking them up from school, sport and more by
checking Family Insights on their own devices.
Additional Features Scheduled for Future Releases
Further features to be added in fast-follow releases following the App re-launch include:
1. Dashboard Drill Downs by Family Member: In Parent Mode, individual family
members can be selected for specific review.
2. Simplified Settings: A complete refresh of the Advanced Settings area for users.
3. Child Alerts: An easier to read alerts inbox and clearer alert structure for parents.
4. Educational Alert Content: Education resources are being reviewed and rewritten
as new educational material becomes available.
Re-commencement of Marketing and Commercialisation activities
Following re-launch of the Family Insights App to both Apple and Android App Stores, the
Company will recommence marketing activity to drive acquisition and usage of the
platform in readiness for domestic and international scaling activity.
- ENDS -
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For further information, please contact:
Wangle Technologies
Sean Smith
MD and CEO
p: +618 6489 1600

Wangle Technologies
Loren King
Company Secretary
p: +618 6489 1600
info@wan.gl

--ABOUT FAMILY INSIGHTS
Family Insights offers parents a unique approach to ensuring the safe use of the internet by
children and teenagers. By utilising Wangle’s world class VPN network, backed by the research
insights of childhood development research organization Telethon Kids Institute, FI monitors
mobile network patterns in real time and advises parents of potential threats as well as
providing greater details and resources to parents on the threats identified.
ABOUT WANGLE TECHNOLOGIES
Wangle Technologies has developed patented algorithms that not only optimise, compress
and secure the data flow to mobile devices, but facilitate real time analysis of network patterns
and usage behaviours. Wangle’s technology provides compelling value to consumers, service
providers and enterprises looking for innovative low-cost solutions for managing network
capacity and use.

